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Introduction
Back in 2000, when I first joined the European Medical Writers Association (EMWA) I had
just become a freelance medical writer. I had no commissions and was not sure how long I
would be able to exist outside of regular employment. As I write this, 13 years later, I have
had plenty of commissions and not had to seek an employer.

Within a short time of declaring myself a freelance medical writer I began writing for the
EMWA Journal, formerly known as the Write Stuff (TWS) and now Medical Writing (MEW).
The first article I wrote called “Medical Writing at Home” remains somewhere on the internet,
and still generates an occasional enquiry.

When looking back over the articles I have written for TWS, I was struck by the thought that
what I was actually doing over the years was using TWS as a pseudo-blog in what was a
pre-blog era. In fact I doubt whether the word “blog” had been invented when I began writing
my medical writing musings. With that in mind, they are reproduced below in chronological
order to form one large blog. If you would like to quote any of the articles please do so but
please acknowledge your source.

As well as writing for the EMWA Journal MEW, I am also a section editor. Nowadays I can
also be found microblogging on twitter as @AAGmedical.

Thanks for accessing and enjoy reading my medical writing musings.
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Medical Writing at Home
Published in 2001, (TWS, volume 10, issue 4), and my first article for the EMWA Journal. It
describes my first tentative steps towards becoming a freelance medical writer. When I wrote
the original article there were few freelance medical writers and I did not know any of them.

Just to update you, I still prepare my own accounts but I now employ someone to design and
host my website.

As with most people who work for a pharmaceutical company in these days of mergers and
acquisitions, I was used to hearing management extol enthusiastically "Embrace change!"
More often than not the usual retort was "We can embrace change but we don't have to give
it a big kiss!" Well, just over a year ago, I had to embrace change and give it more than one
big kiss, and a few hugs too. The change in this case came in the shape of Sarah and
weighed in at 7lb 3oz.

Prior to Sarah's arrival, I had every intention of returning to work full-time and continuing my
life as it was, with the baby just slotting in. How wrong could I be? My maternity leave ended
in May 2000 and at that point I had to make a choice. I wanted to balance family and work
commitments more evenly and chose not to return to the safe environment of a full-time
medical writing position in a blue-chip company. I found this a hard decision to make,
principally because I had spent years in academia jumping from one temporary contract to
another and finally left to join the pharmaceutical industry as the permanent and safe option.

I knew I wanted to continue my medical writing and decided to begin life as a freelancer.
This, I reasoned, would allow me to have flexible working arrangements, whilst still
maintaining my own professional development at an adaptable pace. Freelance medical
writing also meets a major requirement of the modern workplace – a portable skill. In theory,
if you have the right technology, writing can take place in almost any locale. Hence, future
changes in location should not matter to clients.

Next problem, how do I become a freelance medical writer? I needed information not
required as a full-time employee. Should I be self-employed, or a Limited Company? Selfemployed status, how does the tax-man know? Talking of tax-man, how do you pay tax and
national insurance contributions? Accounts, do I need an accountant? How do I decide when
I am self-employed, do I have to have earned money first?
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So where can you turn to for help in the UK? I turned to Business Link, a UK national
organisation with local centres dedicated to helping people set up a business and providing
them with ongoing support. My local office in Leicester was a treasure trove of help and
guidance, proving to be an inexpensive and useful way of finding important information very
quickly. Within the first week of contacting them, I had a one-to-one session with an
experienced small business consultant and my list of questions kept him very busy indeed.
They ran a two-day start-up course covering all the basic information needed to begin your
business, and by attending, I received two years' free banking. I also enrolled on their oneday accounting course which I found invaluable. I am currently waiting to attend a one-day
course aimed at improving business websites.

After completing my first year, do I think freelancing is an easy option? I don't think so. As a
freelancer working from home, you have to be disciplined and also not be afraid of working
alone. When you feel like a chat to break up a particularly long piece of work, there are no
colleagues to wander along to and pass the time of day with. You have sole responsibility for
attracting business to your company, therefore you can't take it too personally when you
send out your CV to a potential client and receive the umpteenth response that they have no
work at the moment but will keep your details on file. As a freelancer, you have to believe
that they mean it. You have to maintain your own enthusiasm and drive, deriving pleasure
from completing a piece of work to a high standard and on time. With no one else to rely on,
you must be willing to tackle new skills. I personally got a lot of fulfilment out of designing
and building AAG Medical Writing's website and publishing it on the internet.

On several occasions during this last year, I have discovered that medical writing is not
widely recognised as a profession. Business Link runs a mentoring scheme designed to put
a new business in touch with experienced people in similar occupations. No medical writer
had previously been enrolled, hence no mentor existed for my new business venture. I
registered as unemployed until I obtained my first commission and discovered in the process
that I did not exist as an employment category. After asking whether I was a
journalist/secretary/scientist, the pull-down menu was left blank! Is this something EMWA
should take note of? Perhaps even offering mentoring services from within the association
through a freelance network?

Overall, how has the first year been? Very different from previous employment years. In
addition to being the Medical Writer for AAG Medical Writing I have had to learn to be the
Business Development Officer, the Accountant, the Budget Manager, the IT and Website
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Developer, Uncle Tom Cobley and all. I have successfully obtained several medical writing
commissions and in July of this year my accountant said he was impressed by my accounts
- praise indeed! I'd be happy to hear from any readers on any of the issues or topics raised
in this article.
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CTD Seminar in Brighton
My second article for the journal was published in 2002 (TWS, volume 11, issue 1) and
described the first EMWA meeting I attended in November 2001. It is hard to imagine, but at
this time the Common Technical Document was a new concept and we were all eager to find
out as much as possible about it. This 2 day meeting in Brighton was an early precursor to
the regular Autumn EMWA conferences.

Many of you might have read my article in the last edition of TWS entitled "Medical Writing at
Home". If so, you will know that I have spent the last year as a freelance medical writer
working from home and from that you might understand my growing excitement as I eagerly
anticipated attending my first EMWA conference in Brighton last November. The opportunity
to meet other medical writers with whom I could share information and experiences was
something I could not afford to miss. As such, I was probably one of the first delegates to
register with the EMWA office, making sure of my place at the conference.

The advertised two-day programme was packed with all sorts of goodies and I was
particularly interested in the EMWA one-day seminar on the Common Technical Document
(CTD). As a freelance medical writer for the pharmaceutical industry, the onus is on you to
make sure that you keep up to date with new regulations or ways of organising
documentation. The one-day seminar was a very timely and cost-effective way of helping to
achieve this. A very good review had been provided by Paul Gisby in an earlier edition of
TWS and, having read this, I was looking forward to hearing about how it should all be put
into practice.

The day of the seminar arrived, and we all gathered in the conference hall of the Brighton
Hilton at the appropriate time only to be ushered out again to face the bracing cold morning
sea air after the fire alarm had sounded in the hotel. Following the arrival of the Brighton fire
brigade, we were finally allowed back into the hotel to resume our meeting - a good start!

However, all the disruption was soon forgotten as Françoise de Cremiers from Wyeth Ayerst
presented a very useful outline explaining what each section of the CTD was expected to
contain, and also provided us with a guide to a typical table of contents. Hilda Boone from
EMEA and Patrick Salmon from the Irish Medicines Board both alluded to the fact that the
regulatory authorities also had to undergo training in the CTD and review process - a
reminder that this is a new process for all the parties involved, not just the medical writer.
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Andrew Marr, representing GlaxoSmithKline, shared some of the challenges facing the
pharmaceutical industry as it acquires the ability to transfer an electronic CTD (eCTD) to a
regulatory authority. In the afternoon, via the wonders of technology, we were joined via
teleconference by Linda Carter from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) who supplied
us with a useful insight into the US perspective on the CTD.

Following the presentations, there was plenty of time for discussion. We were told that so far
(as of November – ed.) there had only been a single submission using the CTD format,
although we were not told by whom. As an aside, if anybody in EMWA was involved in this
submission and is willing to share their experience with us I am sure many of us would like to
hear about it.

In the evening, an outing to an English Medieval Banquet had been organised. This
excellent night of medieval fare began with the tasting of English wine. Although for many it
was probably their first taste of English wine, judging by how the rest of the evening went it
was certainly not the last. We were entertained by Mary the minstrel girl, Stewart the court
jester and Justine the exceptional EMWA helper. It was a thoroughly enjoyable evening with
a grand finale entitled "moo moo, oink oink, woof woof, quack quack" performed by four
EMWA members who shall remain nameless though infamous.

The following day it was back to business. The day had been set aside for the EMWA
Professional Development Programme (EPDP) workshops. I have enrolled in the EPDP and
am gathering my credits for the certificate. As a freelance medical writer, you are totally
responsible for determining your own personal development and these workshops can form
a major part of continual learning. For new writers, they are a superb way of learning from
people with relevant experience. When I started out more than six years ago, there was no
structured learning available, it was on the job training - not always the most efficient way to
learn how to do things. My two workshops were very well organised and presented, and I will
be enrolling in others in Prague.

Was there a difference attending this conference as a freelance? I cannot submit an
expense claim form to pay for my attendance; as a consequence, if I want to attend, then I
must earn enough money to enable it to happen. I found that I had a very positive attitude
towards the seminar and the workshops in trying to ensure the maximum return for my
investment. Hence it is not a perk or a couple of days away from the office, but a very
serious part of my job.
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Did I enjoy my first EMWA conference? Absolutely. This was a conference that dealt with my
issues and understood what I needed to remain a good medical writer. I am really looking
forward to the meeting in Prague. I thought the one-day seminar was a great idea and hope
that there are plans for more. Finally, I would like to thank the organisers for their huge effort
in making the conference such a success.
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Developing a Workshop for the EPDC
After joining EMWA as a freelance writer I decided quite quickly that I wanted to become a
workshop leader. A few months after attending my first EMWA conference I had developed a
workshop on medical writing and quality control which I then presented at my second EMWA
conference.

The process employed to develop an EMWA workshop is still very similar to that outlined in
my original article published in 2002 (TWS, volume 11, issue 3). I remain a workshop leader
for EMWA and around 4 years ago I became a member of the EMWA professional
development committee.

Not only did I attend the annual EMWA conference for the first time in May 2002, but I also
attended as a new workshop leader. The previous year I had been a participant at the
Common Technical Document seminar held in Brighton, and when I mentioned to others that
I was planning to lead a workshop at the meeting in Prague, I was surprised at just how
many members were unaware of what was involved in developing one.

Most were also unaware of tools that the EMWA Professional Development Committee
(EPDC) had put in place both to help workshop leaders, and to ensure a high level of quality
and consistency across the EMWA Professional Development Programme (EPDP). Because
of this experience I thought it might be of use to other EMWA members who could be toying
with the idea of developing a workshop, to outline the process that I followed in the months
leading up to presenting in Prague.

I had initially volunteered through reading an advert in The Write Stuff. The organisers had
asked for leaders on specific workshops topics and the one that caught my attention was
Quality Control (QC). At that particular point I was developing a QC procedure for my own
use, and thought developing a workshop would be a useful way to combine my previous
experiences, with what was then, my current need.
After my preliminary inquiry I was given a copy of the workshop leader’s handbook which
provided a detailed outline of the workshop format. As well as this, a series of templates
were available for the preparation of the needs analysis questionnaire, the abstract, the preand post workshop assignments, and the workshop itself. A check list template was also
supplied to help enable all the elements of the workshop to be considered together.
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Initial proposals for workshops topics are submitted to the EPDC for consideration as a
workshop outline. After having my workshop outline accepted, I was assigned a “mentor” to
guide me through the process and to keep me up to date with both the progress of the
developing workshop, and feedback from the EPDC review. This meant that as a new
workshop leader I was not left entirely on my own. Through having one-to-one discussions
with my mentor I received direct feedback from the committee during both the development,
and the appraisal processes.

If a workshop meets the EPDC criteria then it can be presented at an EMWA conference as
“under assessment” and assessment at this point is conducted using several routes. One is
participant feedback (both during, and after the workshop), which plays a major role in
deciding the likelihood of the workshop becoming accredited. All attendees are asked to
complete an evaluation form, and it is through analysis of this information that all workshop
leaders receive necessary feedback. For a workshop under assessment, the feedback is
used in the accreditation process, whilst for those already accredited the continuous
evaluation verifies that the workshop is still meeting member’s needs, and being presented
in an acceptable manner.

For the second part of the assessment process, observers are assigned to participate in the
workshop. My two observers were sitting near the front, scribbling notes through the
presentation (particularly when I tried bribery and corruption with sweeties!). The report from
observers together with the workshop evaluation forms, are studied in detail by the EPDC
immediately after the EMWA conference ends. As a result a workshop leader receives
feedback in a very quick timeframe. In my own case, within a month I was informed that my
workshop had been accredited and as such would form part of the Foundation section of the
EPDP.

Anyone considering developing a workshop should realise that it does take a lot of time
preparing the workshop, creating the slides and identifying relevant handouts or exercises.
In my own case, it’s a balance between continuing to complete work for clients on time,
hence still earning a salary, and finding enough time to meet the EMWA workshop deadlines
and commitments. The payback comes from the enthusiasm of the people who attend the
workshop, both from those who are new to the profession and want to learn more, and those
who are more experienced and want to share best practice.
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I found the whole experience tremendously worthwhile and am hoping to repeat my
encounter and present the QC workshop (this time for credit) at the upcoming EMWA
conference in Lisbon next year. So finally, if anyone out there is musing over the possibility
of volunteering to be a workshop leader-go on give it a whirl! All the templates and
information you need can be found at http://www.emwa.org/ under the EPDP section.
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The First Ever EMWA Forum
In 2003 EMWA held the first “Freelance Forum” which has since become a regular feature at
all EMWA conferences. This report from that inaugural meeting was originally published in
2003 (TWS, volume 12, issue3) and many of the topics discussed at that first meeting are
just as relevant to those starting out now.

As I predicted, the number of freelance medical writers has grown enormously over the last
years and EMWA’s “Freelance Forum” has grown in importance to fulfil a valuable function
for members. Most of the requests documented from the inaugural meeting have come into
practice, including a regular survey of freelance rates and a dedicated freelance section in
the EMWA Journal called “Out on our Own”.

The EMWA annual meeting in Lisbon saw a fledgling "Freelance Forum" begin to peck its
way out of the EMWA shell. This first Freelance Forum was an attempt to gauge whether
EMWA should be offering customised services to its growing number of freelance members
and if so, what shape these should take. Just as importantly, we needed to ask what we
could do for EMWA. In all, 46 freelance or potential freelance medical writers registered for
the event in Lisbon. So, if numbers are anything to go by, the first Freelance Forum was a
great success.

Some practical suggestions which emerged were the possibility of setting up a regular
freelance column in the Write Stuff to deal with the practicalities of life as a freelancer, or
inviting speakers along to meetings to talk on relevant subjects, or more applicable
information to be made available for freelance medical writers on the EMWA website. The
possibility of a freelance chat-site for members was also mooted.

One thing was agreed by all who use the EMWA Freelance Listing to advertise their medical
writing services: the listing really works. Amongst those of us who use the service, there is a
great appreciation for all the work that Marian Hodges does to keep the listing high up on the
search engines. Keep up the good work Marian, we really do thank you for it.

This led onto dialogue about who can actually advertise their medical writing services on the
EMWA freelance list and it was felt that some extra discussions needed to be undertaken by
the Executive Committee to define this. Regular "Freelance Forums" would be a great way
to gauge freelance feeling about these kinds of subjects.
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Differential charging for advertising on the EMWA site was also discussed, as was the
potential to generate revenue from large CROs who, we were told, would like to advertise on
the EMWA website. As freelance medical writers it was felt that we offer a different kind of
service to our clients, and allowing large CROs to advertise their medical writing services on
the EMWA website, on a separate page, was in principle not seen as a threat to freelancers.

On the plus side, it could be a great way for EMWA to generate some much-needed cash.
Alistair Reeves had first suggested the idea of a Freelance Forum at the EMWA meeting in
Amsterdam. During the intervening months he had put a lot of effort into preparing a
confidential questionnaire to examine rates freelancers and small businesses charge for
their services in different countries. The questionnaire was handed out and a prize draw for a
free non-credit workshop at the 2004 EMWA Annual Conference was Helen Baldwin, who,
like many of the respondents, was not concerned about confidentiality and put her name on
the questionnaire. Thanks Alistair for taking the time to organise this. I am frequently asked,
by freelance medical writers starting out, about how much to charge, and the old adage "how
long is a piece of string?" always springs to mind, together with "…eye of toad, wing of
bat…" Hopefully the results of the questionnaire, which will be published on the EMWA
website (downloadable document, and a summary will be included in the February issue of
TWS) will help decide costing more rationally.

With almost monthly announcements in the press of mergers and acquisitions coupled with
redundancies, the number of medical writers choosing to become freelance looks set to
grow. The EMWA Freelance Forum is an attempt to help freelance medical writers who are
working on their own to become a tighter network and gain access to useful resources and a
wealth of experience. As with all such things, it will only work if enough people put in the
effort.

I think we must say thanks to Alistair for providing the impetus that hopefully will see the
Freelance Forum become a regular EMWA feature.
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Turning Down Work as a Freelance Medical Writer - Not for the Fainthearted
Published in 2004 (TWS, volume 13, issue1) this short article explored the thorny subject of
how to deal with too much work when you work on your own.

I have been a freelance medical writer for over three years, and I am glad to say that things
have gone from strength to strength. In fact on a couple of occasions I have been in the
enviable position of having to turn clients away because I felt I had too much work.

Turning down work is not an easy judgment to make since as a freelance your first instinct is
to accept all offers of work. Being a freelance waiting for work to turn up is what’s called in
the UK the double-decker bus syndrome: when waiting for one, you can wait for hours (or in
the case of a medical writer days or weeks) then they all come along together. When this
happens, and some may disagree with me, I think it is important to think carefully before
accepting all the offers that come along. I want to maintain a high standard and to deliver the
required documents to customers that fulfil the brief, and on the agreed date.....in short, I
want them to come back again.

I have heard other freelance medical writers say that they never turn work away. If you are
truly working alone then personally I do not know how you can manage to provide all the
agreed documents if they are heading for the same deadline date. Some rely on deadlines
shifting to make space, but this is like planning for a spending spree, by hoping you will win
the lottery. Managing you clients, their expectations and your workload is a big part of being
a freelance medical writer and should not be undervalued or ignored.

As a freelancer:
Would you like to have your say on this?
Do you have other means of coping with conflicting deadlines?

As a customer:
Do you appreciate it when a freelancer is honest about conflicting deadlines?
Will you be more/less likely to seek them out next time you have a writing task?
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Round Robin
By the time I wrote this article in 2005 (TWS, volume 14, issue 1) I was a seasoned
freelance medical writer with 4 years of working for myself.

I must admit things have not changed very much now that I am a seasoned freelance
medical writer of almost 14 years. Luckily I’m still busy, deadlines still clash and the phone
still rings with diverse medical writing requests.
I‘m not sure if “Round Robin” letters are something that people receive outside the UK, but
every year around Christmas time the post bag is full of these little ditties from people who
lead exhausting lives, full to the brim with exciting news of people you are never likely to
meet! Here is my contribution to the pastime: A year in the life of this freelance medical
writer.

When I look back over 2004 and pick out the highlights I find my year got off to a hectic start,
I had plenty of work to keep me busy and as a consequence I was back in the office by 2nd
January. I kicked off 2004 by completing an abbreviate Clinical Study Report (CSR) for a
client within the month. By mid February I had three pieces of work on the go for different
clients all with deadlines that clashed. I kept my head and as expected at least one of the
deadlines slipped, leaving room to breathe.

As the March deadline approached for preparing handouts, homework etc for my QC
workshop at the EMWA Budapest Spring conference I was working on a brochure for a
communications company and finishing off a manuscript needed for an International AIDS
conference in June (with a deadline for submitting to the client’s publisher of late April). To
gain my EMWA PDP certificate I needed to complete two additional workshops, so my preworkshop homework had to be submitted on time. I worked hard and managed to board the
plane on the 6th April for Budapest with my pre-workshop homework submitted, both jobs
completed and both clients declaring satisfaction.

The plane journey from Heathrow to Budapest was amazing, full of medical writers all
chatting like long-lost buddies and catching up on experiences from the last year. I always
feel I meet lots of friends at the EMWA Spring conference and beginning the minute I bump
into another medical writer in the airport lounge, I manage to complete most of my “office
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chat” for the year in that one, short week. The conference is the ideal place to go to recharge
your medical writing batteries and reassure yourself that you are not “home alone.”

When I returned from Budapest one of my first tasks was to complete my accounts as my
year end is April, this together with completing my EMWA post workshop homework was top
of my “to do” list. Also at the top of my list was marking the post workshop homework that
delegates had submitted for the QC workshop I presented at the conference. My post
workshop homework was completed more or less on time, the marking I finally achieved
sometime in July, and the accounts I’m embarrassed to say came a good deal later (exactly
when is a secret between me and my accountant!)

In April I had been asked by a client to submit a costing for a CSR and I finally heard in July
that this was not going ahead. I also submitted costings for at least two other tasks in June
and July which did not come to fruition, and although this can seem like a time consuming
exercise, it is an experience you must get used to as a freelance writer. Often, enquiries are
from people who are only at the stage of pitching for a task, or they are gathering several
quotes from different writers in order to make an informed choice. Once you understand this
it stops being so disappointing.

By July I was involved in writing a protocol for a client, but the timeline began to slip, and
writing finally got underway in August. However I was also contracted to write a CSR
beginning in September, so not for the first time, I had two deadlines careering towards one
another and compounding this: my daughter started school in September and was part-time
for the first three weeks. Evenings and week-ends disappeared and as a medical writer I
would not like to relive September 2004 again in a great hurry.

By the end of September, beginning of October, I had completed most of the work for the
protocol and had almost finished the first draft of the CSR, things had eased considerably.
October and November passed by fairly routinely, with enough work to keep me busy. I
received my EMWA PDP certificate (Pharmaceutical Option) at the beginning of December
and completed the CSR around the same time. I was just looking forward to a relatively quiet
December when I received requests to complete a large number of case narratives, a
manuscript outline and a conference abstract. The case narratives I carried forward into
2005, the manuscript outline and abstract were completed and returned to the client just
before Christmas.
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As a freelance medical writer you start the year never really knowing exactly what medical
writing tasks you are going to be asked to complete, and I would have to say that 2004 was
a fairly typical year. If I had written the Round Robin about the previous year I would have
told you I was flown to San Diego for the 2003 ICAAC conference, put up at the Hotel del
Coronado where Some Like it Hot was filmed, and paddled in the Pacific Ocean all at the
client’s expense, but that unfortunately was not a typical year. On the other hand………..I do
still have the memories!
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Beginning Your First Draft: Turtle or Rabbit?
In 2005 (TWS, volume 14, issue 4) when I wrote this short article I thought the premise of
being able to describe a writer as a turtle or rabbit was worth sharing, and I still do.

Recently I came across some information about how a writer begins a first draft of the
document, which I thought might be interesting to for readers of the Write Stuff. The
suggestion (and I agree with it) is to approach writing in a way that builds and maintains a
writer's momentum using your "natural habits" in order to capitalise and make progress
towards completing the writing task. This means spending some time working out which
approach to writing that first draft is best for your personality.

Two types of writer are described by Michael Alley [1]. You can decide which category best
fits you – a rabbit or a turtle? A rabbit he suggests hates first drafts: "In a first draft, they
sprint; they write down everything and anything…rabbits strap themselves to the chair and
will not get up for anything. Rabbits finish drafts quickly, but their early drafts are horrendous,
many times not much better than their outlines. Nonetheless they've got something. They've
got their ideas on paper, and they're in a position to revise."

On the other hand a turtle is the opposite:
"A turtle tries not to write down a sentence unless it's perfect. In the first sitting, a turtle
begins with one sentence and slowly builds on that sentence with another, then another. In
the second sitting, a turtle…revises everything from the first sitting before adding on. It
usually takes a turtle several sittings to finish a first draft, but the first draft is strong…the
beginning and the middle are usually very tight because they've been reworked so many
times. Revision usually entails smoothing the ending as well as checking the overall
structure."

If you have turtle tendencies Alley suggests starting with the sections you feel most
comfortable writing and for many this will be the methodology section, whereas a rabbit type
should begin at the beginning and work through each section to the end.

When I wrote my PhD thesis I was certainly a turtle. The emphasis for this task was very
definitely on writing because I used a pen and paper during the day to complete the
sections, transcribing only the finished text onto the computer at night. For those of you too
young to remember, back in 1989 this was cutting edge technology! When I started my first
19
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job as a medical writer I soon realised that with tight timelines I couldn't continue to write as
a "turtle". So now my writing style combines a bit of "rabbit" with "turtle". I suspect that few
medical writers fit strictly into one or other category. Depending on the time available and
client requirements a mix of both types will emerge and as deadlines approach rabbit
tendencies might be what's most required!

It might be interesting to survey the membership to find out if we have tendencies one way
or the other, or try it out with some of your colleagues and let us know the results.
References:
1. Alley M (1987). The craft of Scientific Writing. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall (pages
195-196)
2. JR Matthews, JMBowen, RW. Matthews (2000). Successful Scientific Writing: A Step-bystep Guide for the Biological and Medical Sciences. 2nd Edition, Cambridge UK:
Cambridge University Press.
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Reading Round Your Therapeutic Area
This article was written in 2007 (TWS, volume 16, issue 2). Whenever possible I still like to
read around my therapeutic area.
At a later date, I wrote a book review of the novel by Kazuo Ishiguro: ‘Never Let Me Go’
(page 30).

Often when you accept a medical writing job you begin the task by researching the
therapeutic area concerned. This can mean a quick update to remind you of any changes, or
researching for several days to try to get a feel for a new disease area. I often employ an
additional method, which is effective, does not involve delving into text books, or surfing the
net, and feels much less like ‘work’. Perhaps you already use it?

A while ago I found myself writing a couple of hundred very detailed case narratives for
Parkinson’s disease. For large phase III studies this can involve trawling through many
hundreds of pages of listings to extract key data points to populate narratives. In this
instance, considering the amount of information required by the client, each narrative was
taking over three hours to write, contained masses of information about drugs with unknown
names, and procedures that were not familiar to me. Writing narratives can be a very
laborious exercise, and unsurprisingly deal with many negative aspects associated with a
disease area. For me, to keep the task invigorating it can help to put the disease in context,
not just from a scientific perspective, but also from a patient perspective. To help me
understand Parkinson’s disease from a patient’s view I began to read ‘Lucky Man: A Memoir
by Michael J. Fox’ In his autobiography he deals with his career and also the discovery that
he had young onset Parkinson’s disease [1].
He describes the symptoms of the disease first hand, writing, “Every time my most recent
dose of Sinemet would wear off the disease presented me with a concise history of my
symptoms—first the tapping of the pinkie, then the dancing hand, and within fifteen minutes
or so, the whole of my left arm would be tremoring. Tremoring, actually, is too subtle a
word—the tremor would start my whole arm bouncing.” This kind of detailed description
brought to life the ‘increase or worsening of tremor’ written in a listing as an adverse event.

Concomitant procedures undertaken during the course of the trial were also listed and in the
book he describes having to undergo ‘thalamotomy’ providing a very detailed description of
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exactly what the procedure involved. This was no longer just a word written in a listing, and
given a definition by a medical dictionary, but a complex procedure that patients underwent
in an attempt to increase their quality of life.

In 1986 when I was investigating HIV-1 for my PhD, many new scientific discoveries were
being made about a recently isolated virus. There were no licensed antiretroviral treatments
and the outcome for those infected with the virus was considered dire. The media was full of
extreme stories concerning HIV/AIDS and any celebrities reportedly dying from the disease.
During this time I saw a performance of ‘Torch Song Trilogy’ by Harvey Fierstein [2] in a
West End theatre. I remember I was incredibly moved by this seminal production which
allowed the public examination of how AIDS had affected the gay community during the late
seventies and early eighties in a more measured and productive fashion. It had absolutely
no scientific content but what it did for me was place HIV-1 into a human context.

I know I am not alone in using personal accounts to help work through medical writing tasks.
Last year I was asked to review oncology literature, a task I wanted to finish as quickly as
possible. Another writer also assigned to the job approached the subject differently and
began to read ‘Cancer: C: Because Cowards Get Cancer Too’ by John Diamond [3]. The
author had been a journalist in the UK who recorded, in his newspaper column, his battle
with throat cancer. This book recounts his life, his cancer and all the treatments he
underwent and has very uplifting reviews on Amazon.

In the UK in recent months there has been much discussion around the outcome of the
NICE review regarding availability of new dementia treatments. For those working in this
therapeutic area who want to find out more about what this harrowing disease is like to live
with on a day-to-day basis, John Bayley’s memoir would be a good place to start [4]. In this
book he recounts the way normal life with his wife of 45 years slips further, and further away
from him as the disease tightens its grip on her brain, ultimately destroying her ability to
function as a person.

Interested in the moral issues science throws at us? Why not try reading the novel by Kazuo
Ishiguro: ‘Never Let Me Go’. This book will leave you thinking about the moral dilemma of
human cloning and all its implications [5]. Although not to be classed as a ‘light holiday read’
I thought it was an exceptional book.
Where ‘reading round your therapeutic area’ is written from a very personal perspective,
Anne Hudson Jones has written a series of academic articles on the contribution of literary
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narrative to medical ethics. If you would like to examine the moral and ethical issues this
poses in greater detail then accessing the articles would be a pertinent place to begin [6].
Perhaps you have used this ‘tactic’ in reading round your therapeutic area? Do you have any
recommendations? If so please let us know. Maybe we could post them on the EMWA
website, or maybe we could start an EMWA ‘book group’ with discussions at each of the
Spring conferences?….
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Ten Questions for…Alison McIntosh
Ten questions for… was a regular feature in the freelance section of the EMWA journal and
in 2008 (TWS, volume 17, issue1) I was invited to answer them.
….5 years later I still agree with the answers I provided and so far I have not succumbed to a
full-time employee post.
In 100 words, what is your background and how did you become a freelancer?
I was a postdoctoral molecular virologist wanting a change. I replied to an advert in New
Scientist looking for a medical information scientist. Two weeks after starting my “dream job”
Glaxo took over Wellcome (GW) and following reorganisation I began a regulatory writing
career which lasted about five years. After several back-to-back submissions and a stint in
the USA, I went on maternity leave, moved to the East Midlands (UK) and didn’t go back to
GW. I knew I wanted to continue medical writing and so began my freelance journey which is
now entering its eighth year.
What is your most important piece of advice for people setting up a new business?
Know that the first year is probably going to be the hardest. Everything about your normal
work-life changes: you do not have a regular salary or other work colleagues, you have to
make up your own work pattern and also attract your own business. You might be lucky and
have work lined up but most of us have to begin from scratch and it is very hard to maintain
your own momentum through that first year. I joined EMWA when I began as a freelance and
through that built up a new and lasting network of colleagues.
What do you like about being a freelancer?
I like being responsible for making my own decisions about my medical writing career
development and feel I have been able to develop it in a way that would not necessarily be
encouraged by an employer. I like having the freedom to decide which pieces of work I take
on and I also greatly appreciate not having a yearly appraisal (although this could be said to
come in the form of a bill from the tax-man!)

What do you dislike about being a freelancer?
In my experience it is a myth that freelance medical writers can work exactly the number of
hours they want when they want. Life is more flexible, but you still have to juggle timelines
and complete the work in the agreed time. This can become more and more difficult as
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multiple client timelines slip and as luck usually has it, all at the same time—and typically just
in the lead up to Christmas!
What are your main sources of work?
Main sources of work are pharmaceutical and communications companies. I also work for
CROs and some independent publishers. Most is from the UK, but some is from mainland
Europe.
What are the most rewarding projects to work on?
I prefer to work directly with the client rather than through a third person. I also prefer to be
included in discussions surrounding the editing and review process.

What are the least rewarding projects to work on?
Those that do not include the elements listed in the above question. This can mean you end
up working in isolation from the rest of the project. However, the upside is you do not get
involved in the ongoing company politics which often surround particular projects.
Do you have a preferred type of client? If yes, why?
A well-organised client who sets a good brief, and supplies the correct accompanying
documents to write from. They have accurate timelines and costings, and ensure payment
arrives on time. They will also tell you what a good job you are doing, or have done for them.
You notice one of these exceptional creatures when you work for them, and when you do,
you should always take a moment in your busy schedule to appreciate them.
What is the best way to say ‘No’ to clients?
If their timeline is not flexible I am honest about how busy I am and I recommend other
freelance writers that I know personally. If they have come through another route I also direct
whoever the enquirer is to the EMWA freelance list.
Would you ever consider working for a company (again) as a full-time employee? If
yes, why?
“Never say never.” Some days the answer is yes, others no. Depends on which piece of
work I’m working on and for whom. The one very good thing about being a freelance is you
can have a great variety of tasks which I’m not sure I would get from an employer. However,
the thought of a regular salary can also be very attractive sometimes…
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Broad-Spectrum Medical Writer: Nature or Nurture?
Published in 2009 (TWS, volume 18, issue1) I tried to explain my thoughts on the ability of
some medical writers to write for different audiences and not be pigeon-holed as either a
regulatory or a communications experts.

Most medical writers working as an employee of a company receive their salary to write
either regulatory, or medical communications documents. Rarely in larger pharmaceutical
companies are medical writers encouraged, or even allowed, to write for both areas. Medical
writers normally end up classed as either a regulatory writer or a medical communications
writer and find it quite difficult to change direction after working in their chosen area for any
length of time. I don’t believe this is because they are unable to write different types of
documents, but more because they are regarded by others as a resource able to function
only within one of these designated areas.

Why should this be? When we write for either milieu we present the same information in a
scientifically and medically accurate way, and use the same information sources. We are
merely presenting the information in a different way and specifically for the target audience.
Once a writer gains experience in one area of medical writing it is wrongly assumed by many
that adapting style to suit a different audience is not possible. An experienced medical writer
adapts their writing style to suit the intended audience. For example the same language
cannot apply in both a regulatory submission and an information sheet informing patients
about the medicine they will be taking. The patient information leaflet is a regulatory
document but uses a very different style of writing from other regulatory documents, so what
are you classed as when you write these specialised documents?

As a freelancer, I write for both audiences. Over the years I have come to think of medical
writing as a ‘spectrum’(see Figure 1). In my mind, my medical writing spectrum starts from
regulatory summary documents, runs through medical communications aimed at physicians
and continues on to patient information and medical journalism. It begins to fade as we
reach this point and peters out with medical journalism and branding. According to
experience and background, other medical writers will start and finish on different parts of
the spectrum.

When you become a freelancer you leave behind line managers who determine whether you
can write certain types of documents. Gradually the type of medical writing you take on
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broadens, and whether by accident or design, you become what I call a ‘broad-spectrum’
medical writer. Similarly, if you are working as a medical writer in a small contract research
organisation I would think that exposure to different genres of medical writing is also
commonplace.

As a freelancer, my medical communications work has taken various guises including book
chapters, conference reports and slide kits. I have also written manuscripts for peer
reviewed journals as well as abstracts and posters. Most of this material is aimed at
physicians and various sectors of the medical profession with some degree of expertise.
This is what I personally find easiest and probably means that I capitalise on my own
educational experiences. As to style, when I step out of the regulatory environment I leave
behind the stern tone of voice that I adopt for this type of writing, and as I approach
abstracts, posters and newsletters I set my imaginary hat at a jaunty angle and start writing
with a very different tone of voice, whilst still promoting medical and scientific accuracy.

Do all medical writers have an innate ability to write for different audiences, adapting their
style of medical writing according to the intended audience, or is it a question of training and
exposure to the different styles of writing?

When I became a freelancer I was principally known for my regulatory writing but over the
years I have built up my experience in medical communications writing. This has been
through requests from clients, and from being prepared. I began my preparations by taking
EMWA workshops that did not cover topics I was already familiar with.

This expanded my knowledge base and allowed me to have the confidence to undertake the
new types of work being requested by clients. I think that training is an invaluable way of
increasing a medical writer’s scope. However, I also know that training budgets are one of
the first areas to be affected in a ‘credit crunch’ but argue that this kind of nurturing of
medical writers will pay dividends in the long run.

Freelance medical writers are expected to keep up to date with guidelines and different
aspects of medical writing and usually pay for this themselves. We essentially speculate to
accumulate, and in this case we are accumulating new knowledge to give our clients a better
service. This should be true of all organisations, big or small.

Although I think that training plays a big part in being able to write for different audiences, I
also know from talking to other writers that regulatory writing is not a style that suits
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everyone, even with training. So temperament must also have a part to play. For some, the
thought of becoming a regulatory writer is like putting on a straight-jacket, and for others it
feels like a natural extension of scientific training. I therefore think both nature and nurture
makes being a broad-spectrum medical writer possible. I know I am happier being a broadspectrum medical writer than I would be being a narrow spectrum regulatory or medical
communications writer. What about you?
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Figure 1 An Example of a Medical Writing Spectrum
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A Futuristic Solution to a Medical Need
In more recent years I have contributed book reviews to the EMWA journal. Most of these
have been reviews of books related to medical writing and a few have been for works of
fiction.

The book Never Let Me Go, by Kazuo Ishiguro made a big impression on me and a review I
wrote was published in 2011 (TWS, volume 20, issue 4).
Some may be familiar with another book by this author ‘The Remains of the Day’ but the
setting for this tale is very different from previous books by Kazuo Ishiguro. Set in England in
the late 1990s, it is a country we know but don’t quite recognise as normal. The story is told
by Kathy H, a carer reminiscing about her own life and those of friends from her much loved
school Hailsham and we follow their exploits through school and beyond.

Initially we find out how the children coped with life at the school. Familiar scenes are
depicted with undercurrents and a certain degree of strangeness. The children are boarders
with assigned guardians and vie to have their art work selected to be viewed in the gallery.
Earning tokens from the sales and exchanges that take place several times a year allows the
children to make small purchases for themselves. When they become older and leave the
school they move into “the Cottages” and come into contact with “veterans”. At this stage
they are encouraged to attend seminars in preparation for the next part of their lives and
rumours abound about what this will be.

At first, the story has the feel of an ordinary tale about young people growing up, however,
as it progresses there is an undertone of things not being quite as they seem. It appears that
the children know nothing about life outside and have no family or memories of life before
the school. The words used in the book to describe roles the young adults are expected to
undertake are words we would recognise from society today: carer, donor, completing,
guardian, donations. However what becomes clear is that their meaning in the society
depicted in this fictional world is entirely different from what we might expect in our own
lives.
One rumour the young people really believe is the ability to have a “deferral” if you can show
you are in love; Kathy and her two close friends search desperately for a deferral. In doing
so, they discover the truth about themselves. What emerges is that the children are clones
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designed to be used as living donors with their beloved Hailsham described as a failed
experiment. They are told by one of the school founders:
“...How uncomfortable people were about your existence, their overwhelming concern was
that their own children, their spouses, their parents, their friends, did not die from cancer,
motor neurone disease, heart disease. So for a long time you were kept in the shadows, and
people did their best not to think about you. And if they did they tried to convince themselves
you weren’t really like us...”
“…we demonstrated to the world that if students were reared in humane, cultivated
environments, it was possible for them to grow to be as sensitive and intelligent as any
ordinary human being. Before that, all clones—or students, as we preferred to call you—
existed only to supply medical science….”

In calm and pseudo-scientific terms an explanation is given as to how they came about
“….when the great breakthroughs in science followed one after the other so rapidly, there
wasn’t time to ask sensible questions. Suddenly there were all these new possibilities laid
before us, all these new ways to cure so many incurable conditions…..people preferred to
believe these organs appeared from nowhere, or at most in a kind of vacuum…”
Beyond the donation processes, where the living donor obtains “completion,” still more
possibilities for harvesting useful parts are described. This is one scenario of how technology
might advance to make organs and treatments for incurable disease more available to all
who need it. I hope reality never imitates this fictional account.

I read this book when it was first released and I often find myself thinking back to the
premise of the book and wondering if we will ever go that far. Some of the more disturbing
stories that emerge about the trade in human organs can be regarded as urban myths but
not all. One recent report that had wide coverage involved a teenager from China who was
reported to have sold a kidney because he wanted to buy a new iPAD [1]. One thing is sure,
that organ was sold on for a lot more than the cost of an iPAD.

Ask yourself: if necessary, how much would I be willing to pay for a kidney, a heart, or a liver
and would I question where it had come from?

1. see http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-13647438
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Medical Writing as a Career
In 2011 (TWS, volume 20, issue 1) I was the guest editor for an edition of the EMWA Journal
entitled Medical Writing Careers. As the guest editor I wrote the editorial for that specific
issue and it is reproduced below.

This EMWA careers edition of TWS is available to download free from
http://www.emwa.org/JournalPDFs/MedicalWritingCareers.pdf

I have been a columnist for The Write Stuff (TWS) Journal from roughly the time I joined
EMWA around 10 years ago, but have managed to avoid ‘volunteering’ for the guest
editorship role. At the EMWA Lisbon conference last year the TWS editorial committee met
to discuss possible topics for our journal and from these discussions it was clear that
medical writing careers were of increasing interest to the membership. Although of value to
new or potential medical writers, the articles in this edition of TWS should also be of interest
to the more seasoned medical writer. The front cover of this edition has a photograph of
EMWA delegates taken at the Lyon conference, most of whom fit the job description of
medical writer. However, if you had asked each to describe their day-to-day job I guarantee
none would have given the same answer. With this in mind, the articles also allow us a
glimpse of the multitude of possible career pathways that exist for a medical writer.

What do medical writers do?

For those of you considering medical writing as your next job it is important to realise that
there are a large number of different types of jobs. Deciding on regulatory or medical
communications is just the tip of the iceberg. You can work for a small to large pharma
company or medical communications agency, in a clinical research organisation, or you can
freelance. Each presents a different set of choices and expectations. You can write for
different audiences including regulatory authorities, medical professionals and patients, as
well as being involved in translating documents into different languages. In each case, the
audience must be presented with accurate information pitched at the level of understanding
best suited to them.

In her article, Miranda Dini explains about the complexities of working for a healthcare
communication agency. For someone who has never worked in an agency environment her
article offers insight into what agency life entails. For those considering this area of medical
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writing she also gives great advice to help decide which agency is right for you. She explains
that since their focus can substantially differ, the type of work you might be involved in can
vary significantly from agency to agency.

Ryan Woodrow is a freelance medical communications consultant, who some of you might
also recognise from his online blogging. He describes his journey from summer job at Astra
Zeneca, to medical information, then on to a medical communications agency where he
worked for over 10 years before becoming a freelancer. He gives us a taste of the type of
work he is involved in, and explains why he sees social networking as a very important way
to obtain work in the 21st Century. Read his article to find out more. In this edition of TWS,
Jo Whelan has interviewed a recruitment consultant and from this we have a snapshot of the
job market for medical communications. From her interview it is clear that digital skills are
becoming an important expertise refl ecting the digital approaches used in communicating
with specialists, as well as patients and other audiences. This is a fast moving area covering
web design and development, together with interactive media and many other new technical
areas. For someone entering the medical writing field this is bound to become an area of
great importance with a whole different set of skills required. Some forward planning might
be required to learn these new skills to give you an advantage over others in this competitive
job market.

In his article, Tejpal Grewal, a recruitment specialist, highlights not only what employers are
looking for in those applying for their first medical writing jobs, but also gives pointers
towards future trends and the type of training and continuous professional development that
we must pursue in order to continue to add value to the services we offer. He touches on the
scary subject of ‘off-shoring’ and the challenges this brings with it, offering some sound
advice about how to work within the ‘global marketplace’. From this I offer my own advice: be
prepared for change, and don’t bury your head in the sand!

Julia Powell recounts how she travelled from bench scientist to clinical research, and
followed this by a stint as a recruitment consultant and outsourcing manager, before she
even thought about medical writing as a career. After working in a medical communication
company for a number of years she has now become a freelance medical writer and
describes how this transition has worked for her.

From Chris Carswell and Keith Evans we hear of the useful role that the medical writer can
play in presenting Health Outcomes data. They put the case for medical writers, who might
not have written in this area, to develop the new skills needed to write and specialise in
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Health Outcomes, a topic of increasing importance to the pharmaceutical industry. The
issues raised in their article will be explored further at a seminar they are holding during the
32nd EMWA conference in Berlin (10-14 May 2011).

In her regular webscout column Karin Eichele provides a number of useful links that will
introduce medical writers to the subject of pharamcoeconomics. These websites, including a
site with information about the value development plan, are a useful starting point to
familiarise you with a topic that is, for many, a new and untried area of writing.
Susanne Geercken, one of EMWA’s most experienced workshop leaders, recounts how she
came to be working in the pharmaceutical industry and explains how her career has evolved.
She discusses some of the cultural issues involved in translating a text into several
languages and the challenges this often poses. Susanne introduces us to her most recent
responsibility as a ‘subject matter expert’, a role which has allowed her to author medical
texts directed at patients.

Susanne Goebel-Lauth works as a medical writer in another area which many of us will be
unfamiliar with, the animal health industry and describes the challenges she faces writing for
this part of the industry. There are many similarities in the types of regulatory documents that
need to be produced, and translated, to obtain a product licence in animal medicine.
However, translation for the animal health industry brings with it certain challenges and she
helps us to understand why this is a specialised area for translators.

How do you become a medical writer?

Up to now there has been no set pathway which leads you to the job of medical writer. Most
of us currently working as medical writers happened upon the job in a manner similar to
“Brownian motion” (see http://bit.ly/hjbu0Q for an example of Brownian motion in action).
Many of us become medical writers after spending a number of years as a bench scientist,
even completing a couple of postdoctoral posts before plucking up the courage to change
careers. Phil Leventhal did just this and in his article he offers tips to help you make the
move, if you are considering it, from ‘bench to keyboard’.

Internships, once the preserve of young lawyers in John Grisham novels, and the Monika
Lewinsky’s of this world, is now a term bandied about by ordinary people trying to find a
stepping stone in to the job market. Online discussion forums have numerous questions from
people asking about internships; how to find one, are they useful, will they lead to a job? But
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if you are an employer thinking about offering an internship opportunity, what do you get
from it? It is obvious that if an employer offers an internship there should be a clear, positive
benefit, for both employer and internee. This can only come from a well defined series of
tasks relating to a specific area of medical writing, and will take time and commitment from
the company offering the internship. The expectation of the internee, together with the time
and energy invested in the process by them, is not something to be trifled with. An employer
offering an internship opportunity should have planned it beforehand, laying out key
objectives and should not enter into the commitment lightly. Properly designed and
executed, it will open doors for the internee. Alison Rapley describes her company’s
experience of setting up an internship for a student programme and Stefanie Kupke the
recipient of the internship, describes her experience and what opportunities this programme
has given her. Susanne Geercken also writes about the advantages of accepting translation
students on internships which have been offered at her company for around 10 years.

To succeed in the job market today, preparation and forward planning are prerequisites.
Anneke Prins describes her route into the fi eld of medical publishing. She not only describes
her career path but also gives fantastic and useful advice relating to the application and
interview process, as well as confi rming how useful her internships have been.

In her article, Lucy Banham describes the route she has followed to become deputy
managing editor of the British Medical Journal. During her career she has had to learn how
to commission, peer review, and edit articles with the aim of learning how to put a journal
together. If you think this is the route you want to follow, her article will certainly provide you
with much to think about.

Many EMWA members are already familiar with regulatory writing and enjoy the challenges
this type of writing presents. For those who are unfamiliar with this area of writing, Greg
Morley offers a personal insight into why you might choose regulatory over medical
communications as your area of expertise.
A cautionary tale

I became a medical writer in 1995 and had investigated career changes for at least a year
before this, even seeking career advice. After one consultation it was suggested that I use a
computer programme which, when fed all the correct information, would come up with the
job most suited to my talents. This, I thought, was what I’d been looking for. I answered all
the questions and put in all the required information and the computer’s ideal job for me was
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not ‘medical writer’ but ‘travel agent’. I hope this edition of TWS does a better job than the
computer programme did for me all those years ago!

I would like to thank the contributors to this special edition for giving advice and sharing
personal experiences from their medical writing careers. Next time you attend an EMWA
conference during the coffee break or at lunch, take time to find out more about the person
next to you, ask what does your job entail, and how did you become a medical writer? I think
you will be surprised at the answers, if the articles in this edition of TWS are anything to go
by.
And finally…

Although I have been the guest editor for this issue, our usual editor Elise has been very
much involved. She has reviewed all the articles as well as pulling all the regular features
together. Elise is standing down as editor of TWS and I would like to thank her for all the
hard work she has put in not only on this issue but over the last 7 years. Thank you Elise.
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